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Abstract

The most commonly used 3’-splice site on the human papillomavirus type 16 (HPV-16) genome named SA3358 is used to produce HPV-16 early mRNAs encoding E4, E5, E6 and E7, and late mRNAs encoding L1 and L2. We have previously shown that SA3358 is suboptimal and is totally dependent on a downstream splicing enhancer containing multiple potential ASF/SF2 binding sites. Here we show that only one of the predicted ASF/SF2 sites accounts for the majority of the enhancer activity. We demonstrate that single nucleotide substitutions in this predicted ASF/SF2 site impair enhancer function and that this correlates with less efficient binding to ASF/SF2 in vitro. We provide evidence that HPV-16 mRNAs that are spliced to SA3358 interact with ASF/SF2 in living cells. In addition, mutational inactivation of the ASF/SF2 site weakened the enhancer at SA3358 in episonal forms of the HPV-16 genome, indicating that the enhancer is active in the context of the full HPV-16 genome. This resulted in induction of HPV-16 late gene expression as a result of competition from late splice site SA639. Furthermore, inactivation of the ASF/SF2 site of the SA3358 splicing enhancer reduced the ability of E6- and E7-encoding HPV-16 plasmids to increase the life span of primary keratinocytes in vitro, demonstrating a requirement for an intact splicing enhancer of SA3358 for efficient production of the E6 and E7 mRNAs. These results link the strength of the HPV-16 SA3358 splicing enhancer to expression of E6 and E7 and to the pathogenic properties of HPV-16.

Introduction

A long-term persistent infection with one of the high-risk human papillomaviruses (HPVs) is the highest risk factor for development of cervical cancer [1,2]. HPVs are present in virtually all cases of cervical cancer and HPV-16 is by far the most common of the cancer-associated HPV types [3]. Although HPV-16 infections may persist and cause cancer, the majority of these are productive infections that are cleared by the host [4]. Why some HPV-infections persist to cause high-grade cervical lesions and cancer is currently unknown, although host factors are clearly contributing. Persistent HPV-16 infections that progress to cancer are characterised by dysregulated viral gene expression, i.e. continuous E6 and E7 expression, and lack of late L1 and L2 expression. Since this dysregulation may contribute to cancer progression, it is important to understand how HPV-16 gene expression is regulated.

Transcription of HPV-16 mRNAs initially occurs from the early p97 promoter but later shifts to the cell-differentiation dependent, late promoter p670 (Fig 1A) [5,6,7,8,9]. Alternative polyadenylation and splicing is required for ordered expression of the viral genes, and viral splice sites and polyA signals are regulated by viral and cellular factors [10,11,12,13,14]. For example, the HPV-16 E2 protein induces HPV-16 late gene expression by inhibiting the early HPV-16 polyA signal pAE [13]. This polyA signal is also under control of cellular factors such as CPSF-30 [13], hnRNP H [15], CstF-64 [15,16] and HuR [13]. The major HPV-16 3’-splice site SA3358 (Fig 1A) is under control of ASF/SF2, SRp30c and SRp20 [17,18,19], and is likely to be required for production of HPV-16 mRNAs encoding E4, E5, E6, E7, L1 and L2, whereas E1 and E2 expression is negatively affected by efficient usage of SA3358 [20]. Other HPV types have splice sites that correspond in function and location to HPV-16 SA3358 and SD680, i.e., they are typically used to generate the E1-E4 fusion protein by splicing. These sites are named SD847 and SA3295 in HPV-11 and SD77 and SA3295 in HPV-31 [20]. The most common HPV-16 E6 and E7 mRNAs are spliced between HPV-16 SD680 and SA3358 [21,22,23], or the corresponding sites in HPV-11 [24,25,26] and
HPV-31 [27,28]. In addition, the most-common late mRNA encoding E4, L1 and L2 are also spliced between HPV-16 SD680 and SA3358 [29], or the corresponding sites in HPV-11 [26] and HPV-31 [28,30]. In vivo, HPV-16 splicing between SD680 and SA3358 was the most-common splicing event in both low- and high-grade cervical lesions [31], suggesting that SA3358 not only plays an important role during a productive HPV-16 infection, it is also likely to be important for pathogenesis. It is reasonable to speculate that SA3358 is highly regulated during the HPV-16 life cycle, and that factors regulating it may be involved in the aberrant HPV-16 gene expression profile that is observed in high grade genital lesions and cervical cancer. In conclusion, the efficient usage of HPV-16 3’-splice site SA3358 in the life cycle and pathogenesis of HPV-16 as well as its conservation in other HPV types, suggest that a better understanding of the regulation of HPV-16 SA3358 will enhance our understanding of the life cycle and pathogenesis of the papillomaviruses.

We have previously shown that SA3358 is suboptimal due to the lack of an uninterrupted poly pyrimidine tract immediately upstream of the invariable AG dinucleotide [32], and that SA3358 therefore is dependent on a downstream splicing enhancer [32]. Subsequent experiments from our group revealed that that the exon between SA3358 and SD3632 contains 10 clusters of 15 ASF/SF2 binding sites predicted by ESEfinder [18]. Each cluster consisted of 1–3 overlapping ASF/SF2 sites. Mutational inactivation of all predicted ASF/SF2 sites destroyed the enhancer and caused skipping of SA3358, which resulted in alternative splicing to the downstream late L1 splice site SA5639 instead of SA3358. Binding of SRp20 to this sequence inhibited splicing to SA3358. Since the activity of SA3358 must change during the viral life cycle, one may assume that it is under control of multiple cellular factors, in particular various SR proteins as their functions often overlap [33]. Overexpression of SRp50/90inhibited SA3358 and caused skipping of the exon between SA3358 and SD3632, which resulted in splicing to late L1 splice site SA3639 instead of SA3358 [19]. Jia et al also identified a sequence located downstream of HPV-16 SA3358 that enhanced splicing to SA3358. Binding of SRp20 to this sequence inhibited splicing to SA3358 [19]. Since the activity of SA3358 must change during the viral life cycle, one may assume that it is under control of multiple cellular factors, in particular various SR proteins as their functions often overlap [33]. Overexpression of SRp50/90inhibited SA3358 and caused skipping of the exon between SA3358 and SD3632, which resulted in splicing to late L1 splice site SA3639 instead of SA3358 [19]. However, ASF/SF2 is of particular interest since it has been defined as a proto-oncogene [34] and since it is highly expressed in cervical cancers [35,36]. One may therefore speculate that it can enhance the oncogenic properties of HPV-16.

This is a follow up of our previous studies of the SA3358 splicing enhancer [18,32] in which we now demonstrate that only one of the 15 predicted ASF/SF2 sites accounts for the majority of the enhancer activity, while the others contribute minimally. We identify single nucleotide substitutions in this predicted ASF/SF2 site that severely incapacitate the enhancer and we show that the enhancer is active in primary human epithelial cells. In addition, mutational inactivation of the enhancer, inactivated gene expression from episomal forms of the complete HPV-16 genome, both in cervical cancer cells and in primary human keratinocytes. We also show that HPV-16 mRNAs which are spliced to SA3358, interact with ASF/SF2 in living cells and that mutations that reduce the enhancer activity of the ASF/SF2 site, also interact less well with ASF/SF2. Furthermore, inactivation of the ASF/SF2 site of the splicing enhancer reduced the ability of subgenomic HPV-16 plasmids to increase the life span of primary keratinocytes in vitro, demonstrating the importance of SA3358 for the expression of E6 and E7 mRNAs. These experiments link the activity of the HPV-16 splicing enhancer at SA3358 to the pathogenic properties of HPV-16.

Materials and Methods

Plasmid construction

The following plasmids have been described previously: pCAGGS-sluc [37], pTEx4 [18], pTEx4M [18], pBELMCAT [38], pBELluc [38], pASFDRS [18] and pCMVCAT16 [39]. To generate pTEx4CAT and pTEx4MCAT, an XhoI-MluI fragment was excised from pBELMCAT [38] and inserted into pTEx4 and pTEx4M, respectively. To generate pBELMH1, pBELMH4, pBELMH5, pBELMH6, pBELMH18 and pBELMH41, PCR was first carried out on pHV1, pHV4, pHV5, pHV6, pHV18 and pHV41 with oligonucleotides 1MS and 1MAS, 4S and 4AS, 5S and 5AS, 6S and 6AS, 18S and 18AS, 41S and 41AS, respectively. The amplified fragments were digested with BsmHI and XbaI and subcloned into pBELMCAT [38], resulting in pBELMH1, pBELMH4, pBELMH5, pBELMH6, pBELMH18 and pBELMH41, respectively. To generate pl, plH, plH+III, pl+H+III+IV, pl+H+III+IV+V, pl+H+III+IV+V+VI, pl+III+IV, plV+VI, plVII+VIII and plVII site-directed mutagenesis was performed on pBELMCAT [38] by using a QuickChangeII XL Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) with forward and reverse primer pairs. Mutants were made in an accumulative manner and plasmids were sequenced after each mutagenesis step. Mutant plasmids VIII, pIX and pX were generated by subcloning into pBELMCAT [38] of BsmHI-Xbal mutant HPV-16 gene segments ordered from Eurofins MWG Operon. To generate pC97ELMCAT, pBearly97 [40] was digested with SalI and BsmHI and the excised fragment was subcloned into pBELMCAT, pBELCAT [38], pASFDRS [18] and pCMVCAT16 [39]. To generate pC97ELMCAT, pBearly97 [40] was digested with SalI and BsmHI and the excised fragment was subcloned into pBELMCAT [38], resulting in pC97ELMCAT. To generate pC97-HII*MCAT, plII were digested with XbaI and BsmHI and subcloned into pC97ELMCAT, resulting in pC97-HII*MCAT.

To generate pBELluc and pBELMluc, the luciferase gene was PCR amplified with lucS and lucA. The PCR fragment was digested with MluI and XhoI and subcloned into pBELCAT [38] and pBELMCAT [38]. A BamHI-XhoIfragment was released from pBELMluc and subcloned into pIII, generating p3*huc. To generate p3*1ME2huc, p3*2ME2huc, p3*3ME2huc, p3*4ME2huc, p3*5ME2huc, p3*6ME2huc and p3*ME4huc, site-directed, ligase-independent mutagenesis (SLIM) was performed on pIII*huc by using oligonucleotides 135FT and 136RT, 137FT and 138RT, 156FT and 157RT, 139FT and 140RT, 160FT and 161RT, 162FT and 163RT, 143FT and 164RT, respectively, and the same 130RS, 128FS oligonucleotides in all reactions. Primer sequences are available on request.

The secreted luciferase (sluc) coding sequence was PCR amplified by primers slucS and slucA and subcloned into pCR2.1-TOPO (Invitrogen). The sluc gene was released with MluI and XhoI and subcloned into pBELCAT [38] and pBELMCAT [38]. A BamHI-XhoIfragment was released from pBELMluc and subcloned into pIII, generating p3*huc. To generate p3*1ME2huc, p3*2ME2huc, p3*3ME2huc, p3*4ME2huc, p3*5ME2huc, p3*6ME2huc and p3*ME4huc, site-directed, ligase-independent mutagenesis (SLIM) was performed on pIII*huc by using oligonucleotides 135FT and 136RT, 137FT and 138RT, 156FT and 157RT, 139FT and 140RT, 160FT and 161RT, 162FT and 163RT, 143FT and 164RT, respectively, and the same 130RS, 128FS oligonucleotides in all reactions. Primer sequences are available on request.

HPV-16 genomic plasmids

The complete HPV-16 genome was PCR-amplified and inserted into TOPO followed by regeneration of ends upto the
Figure 1. Characterisation of the splicing enhancer downstream of HPV-16 3'-splice site SA3358 using novel HPV-16 reporter plasmids. (A). Schematic representation of the HPV-16 genome, the subgenomic HPV-16 expression plasmids and the control plasmid pCMVCAT16 [39]. The early and late viral promoters p97 and p670 are indicated. Numbers indicate nucleotide positions of 5' - (filled circles) and 3' -splice sites (open circles) or the early and late poly (A) sites pAE and pAL, respectively, and the borders of deletions. L1M represents a previously described HPV-16 Gene Regulation
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The origin and properties of the plasmids used here are summarised in Table S1. Primers are listed in Table S2.

Transfection of HeLa, C33A and 293T cells

HeLa cells were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium with 10% heat-inactivated foetal bovine calf serum and penicillin-streptomycin. Transfections were carried out using Turbofect according to the manufacturer's instructions (Fermentas). Briefly, the mixture of 2 μl of Turbofect and 100 μl of Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium without serum was added to 1 μg of plasmid DNA and incubated at room temperature for 15 min prior to drop-wise addition to 60 mm plates with subconfluent HeLa cells. Plasmids pCMVcSEAP or pCMVcLuc are included in the transfection experiments to control for transfection efficiency. Cells were harvested at 24 h posttransfection. Each plasmid was transfected in triplicate, in a minimum of two independent experiments.

Propagation and transfection of human primary keratinocytes

Neonatal human epidermal keratinocytes (HEKrn) were purchased from Gibco Invitrogen Cell Culture, and were propagated in EpiLife Medium supplemented with Human keratinoocyte Growth Supplement (Gibco Invitrogen Cell Culture) as recommended by the manufacturer. The primary keratinocytes are grown in monolayer cultures and expanded under growth conditions that maintain poorly differentiated cells with properties similar to the cells in the basal layers of the epithelium. Cells passaged less than three times were used. 150 000 cells were seeded per 60 mm plate for each transfection. Co-transfections of genomic HPV-16 plasmids and plasmid pCAGGS-nlsec [37] (generously provided by Dr. Andras Nagy at University of Toronto), which expresses the cre recombinase, were carried out using Fugene 6 (Roche), as previously described for HPV-18 [41]. Briefly, the mixture of 9μl of Fugene 6 and 200 μl of EpiLife Medium with supplements was added to 3 μg of plasmid DNA and incubated at room temperature for 15 min prior to drop-wise addition to 60 mm plates with subconfluent HEKn cells. At 24 hrs after transfection, G418 was added to the cells at a concentration of 100 μg/ml. Medium was harvested for analysis of secreted luciferase at different time points after transfection. Total RNA or DNA analysis was performed at day 6 post transfection. Each plasmid was transfected in triplicates, in a minimum of two independent experiments.

**Table 1.** Sequences of the HPV 3’splice site that corresponds to HPV-16 SA3358.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>GENUS (species)</th>
<th>3’- SPlice SITE</th>
<th>PPT (nt)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPV-1</td>
<td>Mu</td>
<td>gtttacaaatgttatgag</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPV-4</td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>ccaaggttacctcccttttagtg</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPV-5</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>ggaacagtctgtgctgccagg</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPV-6</td>
<td>Alpha (10)</td>
<td>tataggttaaatctctgtgctagg</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPV-16</td>
<td>Alpha (9)</td>
<td>atatatgctcctactacggtttag</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPV-18</td>
<td>Alpha (7)</td>
<td>aattaggttagactctcagtcgag</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPV-41</td>
<td>Nu</td>
<td>acctgtaaatctgtagcaagag</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p*pyrimidines upstream of the invariable AG of the 3’-splice site are underlined.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0072776.t001

**Assay for extended life-time of primary keratinocytes**

Neonatal human epidermal keratinocytes (HEKn) were transfected as described above. Co-transfections of pC97ELsLuc or pC97ELsLacZ with pRSVneore were carried out using Fugene 6 (Roche), as previously described for HPV-18 [41]. At 24 hrs posttransfection, G418 was added to the cells every second day for four days at a concentration of 100 μg/ml. After these four days,
Figure 2. Location of a splicing enhancer in the HPV E2/E4 coding region is conserved among HPVs. (A). Schematic representation of the HPV-16 genome, the subgenomic HPV-16 expression plasmids and the control plasmid pCMVCAT16 [39]. The early and late viral promoters p97 and p670 are indicated. Numbers indicate nucleotide positions of 5'- (filled circles) and 3'-splice sites (open circles) or the early and late poly (A) sites pAE and pAL, respectively, and the borders of deletions. L1M represents a previously described mutant HPV-16 L1 sequence in which a number of nucleotide substitutions that inactivate splicing silencers have been inserted downstream of SA5639. Boxes indicate position of various HPV sequences inserted between nucleotide positions 3407 and 3627 in HPV-16 plasmid pBELMCAT [38]. IRES, the poliovirus internal ribosome entry site sequence; CAT, CAT reporter gene; CMV, human cytomegalovirus immediate early promoter; LCR, long control region. mRNAs produced by the
plasmids are indicated. The positions of the RT-PCR primers (arrows) are indicated. (B) CAT protein levels produced in HeLa cells transfected with the indicated plasmids. CAT was monitored as described in Materials and Methods. Mean values and standard deviations are shown. Note the logarithmic scale. (C) RT-PCR with primers 757s and L1A on cDNA of cytoplasmic RNA extracted from HeLa cells transfected with the indicated plasmids. L1 and L1i mRNAs are indicated. M, molecular weight marker; GAPDH, CDNA amplified as internal control. (D, E, F) CAT protein levels produced in HeLa cells transfected with the indicated HPV plasmids in the presence or absence of ASFDRS expression plasmid (18). CAT was monitored as described in Materials and Methods. Mean values and standard deviations are shown. Note that results in D and E are from transfections of cells in 24-well plates, whereas results in B and C are from 60 mm plates. (G) Phylogenetic tree of exonic sequences located between the splice sites that correspond to HPV-16 SA3358 and SD3632 of various HPV types. MUT16 represents the mutated HPV-16 sequence shown in Figure 1B.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0072776.g002

Table 2. Predicted ASF/SF2 sites that are mutated in the various HPV-16 reporter plasmids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plasmid name</th>
<th>ASF/SF2 sites in the enhancer that are mutated.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pTEV4M</td>
<td>I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl+II</td>
<td>I, II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl+II+III</td>
<td>I, II, III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl+II+III+IV</td>
<td>I, II, III, IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl+II+III+IV+V</td>
<td>I, II, III, IV, V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl+II+III+IV+V+VI</td>
<td>I, II, III, IV, V, VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plII</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plII+IV</td>
<td>III, IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl+VI</td>
<td>V, VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl+II</td>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl+II+III</td>
<td>VII, VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl+II+III+IV</td>
<td>VII, VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl+X</td>
<td>IX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pX</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0072776.t002

Secreted luciferase assay

The Metridia longa secreted luciferase activity in the medium of the transfected cells was monitored with the help of the Ready To Glow Secreted Luciferase Reporter assay according the instructions of the manufacturer (Clontech). Briefly, 50 ul of cell culture medium was added to 5 ul of 0.5X Secreted Luciferase substrate/Reaction buffer in a 96-well plate and luminiscence was monitored in a Tristar LB941 Luminometer.

DNA extraction

Cellular DNA was extracted after lysis of cells in lysis buffer (10 mM Tris - HCl, pH 8.0-buffer supplemented with 100 mM NaCl, 25 mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS and 250 µg protease K). The cell extracts were incubated at 50°C over. An equal volume of phenol/chloroform/isooamyl alcohol (chisam) was added to each cell extract. The aqueous phase was collected after centrifugation of the samples, and subjected to ethanol precipitation. The samples were treated with RNaseA and stored at −20°C until use. To monitor recombination at the loxP sites in pHPV16AN and pHPV16ANS, PCR was performed with primers 16S (5’-TATGTATGGTTATATAAACACGTGTATGTG-3’) and 16A (5’-CCAGTCAGGCTAAGGAAAACAGGGATGTCG-3’). (This PCR reaction yields a 366-nucleotide PCR fragment that is diagnostic for recombination at the loxP sites.

RNA extraction, reverse transcription (RT)-PCR andqPCR

Cytoplasmic RNA was extracted 24h posttransfection using NP-40 bufler as described previously. Total RNA was extracted by Tri reagent (Sigma) according to manufacturers protocol. Two hundred nanograms of cytoplasmic RNA were reverse transcribed in a 25ul reaction at 42°C by using Superscript II and random hexamers according to the protocol of the manufacturer (Invitrogen). Two microiler of cDNA were subjected for PCR amplification of cDNA. Real time PCR was performed in a MiniOpticon (BioRad) using the Sso Advanced SYBR Green Supermix (BioRad) according the manufacturers’ instructions. HPV-16 E6/Er/E7 mRNAs spliced from SD226 to SA409 were amplified with primers E6S and 757as, E2 mRNAs spliced from SD680 to SA2709 were amplified with primers 757s and ExonE2as, E4 mRNAs spliced from SD680 to SA3359 were amplified with primers 757s and E4A (Fig 1A) and L1 and L1i mRNAs were amplified with primers 757s and L1A (Fig 1A) (Primers are listed in Table S2). The two bands representing L1 and L1i were separated with the help of melt curves and could be separately quantified. The results were normalised to GAPDH mRNA levels.

Intracellular UV cross-linking and immunoprecipitation of RNA-protein complexes

Transfected 293T cells in 10 cm dishes were washed with ice-cold PBS and UV-irradiated at 400 mJ/cm2 in a Bio-link cross-linker (Biometra). Cells were lysed in 500 ul of lysis buffer (0.3 M NaCl, 50 mM Tris, pH7.4, 0.5% NP-40, protease inhibitors, Riboblock (Fermentas)). Cells were incubated on ice for 30 min with occasional vortexing to lyse cells. For immunoprecipitations,
anti-ASF/SF2 monoclonal antibody clone 96 (Invitrogen) or normal mouse IgG sc-2025 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc) were incubated with the cleared cell lysates for overnight at 4°C. Protein G magnetic beads were added and incubation continued for another one hour at 4°C. The beads were washed 5x with lysis buffer and RNA was eluted by phenol/chloroform-extracted and ethanol precipitated. Nine microliter of immunoprecipitated RNA were reverse transcribed in a 25 ul reaction at 42°C by using Superscript II and random hexamers according to the protocol of the manufacturer (Invitrogen). Two microliter of cDNA were subjected to PCR amplification using oligonucleotides indicated in the Figure 1A.

RNA-protein pull-down assay and Western blotting

Nuclear extracts were prepared from subconfluent HeLa cells according to the procedure described by Dignam et al [42]. HeLa nuclear extract was mixed with streptavidin coated magnetic beads (Invitrogen) bound to biotin-labeled RNA oligonucleotides in 500 ul of binding buffer (10 mM Tris, pH7.4, 200 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 0.5% Triton X-100). After incubation with rotation for 1 h at 4°C, beads were washed 5 times in binding buffer. Proteins were eluted by boiling the beads in SDS-PAGE loading buffer and subjected to Western blotting.

Western blotting was performed by separating proteins on SDS-PAGE gels followed by transfer to nylon membranes (Whatman) and Western blot analysis with anti-ASF/SF2 monoclonal antibody clone 96 (Invitrogen), anti-SF2 antibody (ab38017, Abcam), anti-Rb antibody (ab6075, Abcam) or anti-p53 antibody (ab131442, Abcam).

Results

Characterisation of the splicing enhancer downstream of HPV-16 3′-splice site SA3358 using novel HPV-16 reporter plasmids

We have previously identified a splicing enhancer (E) downstream of HPV-16 3′-splice site SA3358 [18,32], the most commonly used splice site in the HPV-16 genome (Fig 1A). With the help of ESE finder [43] we predicted 10 clusters of 15 potential ASF/SF2 binding sites (Fig 1B) [18]. Each cluster consisted of one or more overlapping predicted ASF/SF2 binding site located between nucleotide positions 3407 and 3627 in the HPV-16 genome (Fig 1B) [18]. We have previously shown that mutational inactivation of all ten clusters destroyed the enhancer activity [18]. Here we have characterised this enhancer further by investigating the contribution of each predicted ASF/SF2 cluster to the enhancer activity. To perform these studies we used a recently described reporter assay that allowed us to quantitate the contribution of each cluster to the enhancer activity [38]. It is based on an HPV-16 reporter plasmid named pBEL [44] in which the last two thirds of the L1 gene had been replaced by the poliovirus 2A internal ribosome entry site followed by the CAT reporter gene, resulting in the pBELCAT reporter plasmid (Fig 1A) [38]. This plasmid produced low levels of CAT upon transfection of PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org 7 September 2013 | Volume 8 | Issue 9 | e72776
Figure 4. Identification of single nucleotide substitutions that interfere with the activity of the HPV-16 splicing enhancer at SA3358. (A). Schematic representation of the HPV-16 genome and subgenomic HPV-16 expression plasmids. The early and late viral promoters p97 and p670 are indicated. Numbers indicate nucleotide positions of 5'- (filled circles) and 3'-splice sites (open circles) or the early and late poly (A) sites pAE and pAL, respectively, and the borders of deletions. L1M represents a previously described mutant HPV-16 L1 sequence in which a number of nucleotide substitutions that inactivate splicing silencers have been inserted downstream of SA5639. IRES, the poliovirus internal ribosome entry site sequence; luc, luciferase reporter gene; CMV, human cytomegalovirus immediate early promoter; LCR, long control region. mRNAs produced by the plasmids are indicated. (B) Sequences below plasmid maps represent wild type HPV-16 ASF/SF2 site III (capitals, black) and nucleotide substitutions
HeLa cells as the majority of the mRNAs are spliced to SA3358 and polyadenylated at the early polyA signal pAE, thereby primarily generating E4 mRNAs that do not encode CAT (Fig 1A) [38]. The CAT levels were approximately 1000-fold lower than those produced by a CMV-promoter driven CAT plasmid named pCMVCAT16 (Fig 1A) that served as a positive control (Fig 1C). Mutational inactivation of splicing silencers downstream of late L1 splice site SA5639 in pBELMCA T, resulting in pTEx4MCAT (Fig 1A). These mutations should prevent splicing to SA3358 and redirected splicing to SA5639 [18], and should therefore cause a significant increase in CAT expression. Poor enhancer function at SA3358 yields high CAT production and vice versa. As can be seen from Figure 1C, pTEx4MCAT produced approximately 10-fold higher CAT levels than pBELMCA T, suggesting that splicing was redirected from SA3358 to SA5639. Mutational inactivation of the enhancer only, in the absence of inactivation of the silencer at the L1 3’-splice site SA3358 in pTEx4CAT, also resulted in a 10-fold increase in CAT production compared to pBELCAT (Fig 1C). All transfections were performed in triplicates and mean values and standard deviations are shown. Each plasmid was analysed in at least three independent transfection experiments. These results validated the pBELMCAT plasmid as a tool to study the splicing enhancer at HPV-16 SA3358.

To confirm that the introduction of mutations in the enhancer at SA3358, caused a skipping of the internal exon between SA3358 and SD3632, we also performed RT-PCR on RNA extracted from HeLa cells transfected with the various pBELCAT-derived plasmids. The results revealed that pBELMCAT produced both L1 and L1i mRNAs, and that the L1 mRNA that contained the internal exon between SA3358 and SD3632 dominated, as expected (Fig 1D) [38]. In contrast, pTEx4MCAT, in which all predicted ASF/SF2 binding sites downstream of SA3358 in pBELMCAT had been mutational inactivated, produced high levels of primarily L1i mRNAs as a result of skipping of the internal exon between SA3358 and SD3632 (Fig 1D).

**Figure 5. ASF/SF2 binds to site III in the splicing enhancer at HPV-16 SA3358.** (A) Sequences of the HPV-16 wild type (3*wt) and mutant (3*mut) enhancer site III sequence, four copies of an optimal ASF/SF2 binding site (PASF) serving as positive control and an unrelated RNA sequence termed “U”. The U sequence is adjacent to the ASF/SF2 site III in the HPV-16 genome. Biotinylated 2’-OMe-RNA forms of these sequences were used for RNA-protein pull-down experiments. (B) RNA-mediated pull down of ASF/SF2 from nuclear extracts protein using biotinylated, 2’-OMe-RNA sequences of wild type 3*wt RNA followed by Western blot analysis of RNA binding proteins in the pellet (P) or unbound proteins in the supernatant (S). (C) Western blot analysis of ASF/SF2 or actin after pull down of proteins using the various RNAs indicated in the figure. Pellet (P) represent the fraction of RNA bound proteins while unbound proteins are located in the supernatant (S). (D) RT-PCR on E4 mRNAs with primers 757S and E4A on cDNA synthesised from in vivo UV cross-linked, RNA-protein complexes immunoprecipitated with nonspecific antibodies against ASF/SF2 (anti-ASF ab) or mouse IgG (IgG). Cells where either transfected with pBELCAT or the enhancer mutant pTEx4MCAT. RT-PCR was performed in the absence (−) or presence (+) of RT-enzyme for each sample. M, molecular weight markers; T, total cytoplasmic RNA. (E) Real time PCR of HPV-16 E4 mRNAs immunoprecipitated with mouse IgG (G) or anti-AFS/SF2 antibody (A) using primers 757S and E4A as described in Materials and Methods. (F) Western blot on ASF/SF2 immunoprecipitated by the murine anti-ASF/SF2 antibody revealed that approximately 2.3% of the ASF/SF2 proteins were immunoprecipitated.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0072776.g005
Figure 6. Mutational inactivation of ASF/SF2 binding site III in the HPV-16 splicing enhancer at SA3358 reduced the ability of HPV-16 to increase the life span of primary human keratinocytes. (A). Schematic representation of the HPV-16 genome and subgenomic HPV-16.
expression plasmids. The early and late viral promoters p97 and p670 are indicated. Numbers indicate nucleotide positions of 5'- (filled circles) and 3'- splice sites (open circles) or the early and late poly (A) sites pAE and pAL, respectively, and the borders of deletions. IRES, the poliovirus internal ribosome entry sequence; SA, secreted luciferase reporter gene; CMV, human cytomegalovirus immediate early promoter; LCR, long control region. Sequences below plasmid maps represent wild type HPV-16 ASF/5F2 site III (capitals, black) and nucleotide substitutions (lower case, red) in the various plasmids indicated to the left. (B) Luciferase enzyme activity (Luc) produced in C33A cells transfected with the indicated plasmids and monitored as described in Materials and Methods. Mean values and standard deviations are shown. (C) Luciferase enzyme activity (Luc) produced in primary human foreskin keratinocytes (HFK) cells transfected with the indicated plasmids and monitored as described in Materials and Methods. Mean values and standard deviations are shown. (D) Real time PCR on E6+1/E7 mRNAs spliced between HPV-16 splice sites SD226 and SA409 using primers E65 and 757 as, early mRNAs spliced between SD880 and SA3358 with 757s and E4A, E2 mRNAs using primers SD880 and E2A and HPV-16 L1 mRNAs using primers 757s and L1A was performed as described in Materials and Methods. (E) Western blot analysis of pRB, p53 and actin in immortalised cell line created by transfection of primary human foreskin keratinocytes (HFK) with pC97ELsluc and in untransfected HFKs. U, untransfected but G418 treated cells.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0072776.g006

[18,32]. Plasmid pTEx4MCAT produced relatively low levels of L1 and L1i mRNAs, as expected (Fig 1D). A real time PCR assay that monitored L1 and L1i mRNA levels as described in Materials and Methods revealed that pTEx4MCAT produced L1i mRNA levels that were 5.8 fold higher than the L1i mRNA levels produced by pBELMCAT (Fig 1E). As expected, the mutations in the SA3358 enhancer in pTEx4MCAT resulted in lower levels of E4 mRNAs being produced from pTExMCAT than from pBELMCAT (Fig 1E). Similar results were obtained by quantitation of E4 and L1i mRNAs produced by pBELCAT and pTEx4CAT (see below). To further demonstrate that the SA3358 enhancer was independent of the mutations in L1, we cotransfected pBELCAT with plasmid pASFDRS that expresses a negative ASF/SF2 mutant that has been shown to negatively interfere with the enhancer at SA3358 [18,32]. Real time PCR on E4 mRNA produced by pBELCAT in the absence or presence of pASFDRS revealed that E4 mRNA levels dropped 4.9-fold (Fig 1G), an effect similar to the introduction of the mutations in the SA3358 enhancer (Fig 1F). We concluded that the CAT reporter assay could be used to characterise the enhancer downstream of SA3358.

Location of a splicing enhancer in the HPV E2/E4 coding region is conserved among HPVs

The 3'-splice site that corresponds to HPV-16 SA3358 in other HPV types, all conform poorly to a consensus 3'-splice, with the exception of HPV-4 (Table 1). This is mainly due to the absence of a long, uninterrupted poly pyrimidine tract. One may speculate that the presence of a strong splicing enhancer downstream of the 3'-splice site that corresponds to SA3358 in HPV-16 is a conserved property of HPVs. To test this idea, we identified the “E4-exon” in the middle part of the genome in at least one HPV type of each genus of the Papillomavirusidae family that contains a human papillomavirus. The exonic sequences from the various HPV types were inserted between SA3358 and SD3632 in the HPV-16 reporter plasmid pBELMCAT (Fig 2A) [38]. As described above, a strong enhancer downstream of SA3358 inhibits CAT, whereas a weak enhancer allows high CAT production due to skipping of SA3358 and alternative splicing to SA5639. The results revealed that all HPV types, except HPV-4, encoded enhancers of similar strength, or stronger than the HPV-16 enhancer since many of the plasmids produced less CAT than the HPV-16 plasmid pBELMCAT (Fig 2B). None of the plasmids produced more CAT than pTEx4MCAT in which the HPV-16 splicing enhancer had been mutationally inactivated. RT-PCR revealed that all plasmids produced late mRNAs of primarily the L1 type and not L1i, further supporting the conclusion that the various HPV sequences all directed splicing to the suboptimal 3'- splice site SA3358, although the HPV-4 sequence did so to a lower extent, as low levels of L1i mRNAs were produced from plasmid pBELMH4 (Fig 2C). The additional weak band running below the HPV-1 L1 mRNA is generated by a cryptic splice site in the HPV-4 sequence. It represents less than 1% of the L1 mRNAs produced from pBELMH4 and therefore does not interfere with the interpretation of the results. We concluded that the presence of a splicing enhancer in the “E4-exon” is a conserved property of HPVs.

We have previously shown that production of moderate levels of a mutant ASF/SF2 protein named ASFDRS, which binds RNA, but lacks the activation domain, functions as a trans-dominant mutant that inhibits the enhancer downstream of SA3358 in HPV-16 and causes alternative splicing to SA5639 [18]. However, increasing the ASFDRS levels further, inhibited also SA5639 and caused a total reduction of late HPV-16 mRNAs [18]. We therefore predicted that transfection of pBELMCAT with serially diluted ASFDRS plasmid should cause an induction of CAT production when low levels of ASFDRS plasmid are transfected. The results in Figure 2D show that ASFDRS increases CAT production from pBELMCAT. ASFDRS had a similar effect on plasmids encoding the HPV-1, HPV-4, HPV-5, HPV-6, HPV-18 and HPV-41 enhancers (Fig 2D-F), demonstrating that the presence of an ASF/SF2-dependent splicing enhancer in the “E4-exon” is a conserved property among low-risk and high-risk mucosal HPV types, as well as cutaneous HPV types. However, the enhancer is very loosely conserved, or consists of a very short sequence, as the HPV-16 exon sequence located between SA3358 and SD3632 is more closely related to the full HPV-16 mutant sequence in pTEx4M, than to the corresponding sequence in other HPV types (Fig 2G). These results prompted us to perform a mutational analysis of the enhancer located between splice sites SA3358 and SD3632 in the HPV-16 genome.

One of the predicted ASF/SF2 binding sites downstream of HPV-16 SA3358 accounts for the majority of the enhancer activity

In order to determine the contribution of each predicted ASF/SF2 site to the HPV-16 enhancer activity, we introduced mutations from site I (Fig 1B) in a consecutive manner, thereby creating plasmids pI, pI+Iletc in which predicted ASF/SF2 site I or site I and II were mutated, respectively. The numbering of the predicted ASF/SF2 sites is shown in Figure 1B and the names of mutant plasmids and mutated ASF/SF2 sites are shown in Table 2. Transfections of these plasmids into HeLa cells revealed that CAT production was largely unaffected by mutations in sites I and II as plasmids pI and pI+I produced CAT levels similar to those
Figure 7. Generation of HPV-16 genomes with the secreted luciferase gene in place of L1. (A). Structures of genomic HPV-16 plasmids pHPV16AN and pHPV16ANSL. LoxP sites and HPV-16 early (p97) and late (p670) promoters are indicated. Arrows denote positions of PCR primers 16S and 16A. The cassette encoding the Rous sarcoma virus long terminal repeat promoter driving the neomycin resistance gene, followed by the simian virus 40 polyA signal is indicated. The effect of the Cre recombinase on these plasmids is illustrated. pAE and pAL, HPV-16 early and late polyA signals, respectively; L1 and L2, late HPV-16 genes L1 and L2; sLuc, secreted luciferase; IRES, poliovirus 2A internal ribosome entry site. (B) PCR with primers...
produced by pBELM CAT (Fig 3A). When also site III was mutated, as in plasmid pH+III, CAT levels were substantially higher than those produced by pBELM CAT (Fig 3A). Mutations in sites II, V, or site III further enhanced CAT production, but to a lower extent (Fig 3A). Introduction of mutations also in site VI, resulted in a reduction of CAT production (Fig 3A). Collectively, the results suggested that sites III, IV, and V, contributed to the activity of the HPV-16 splicing enhancer downstream of SA3358, and that site III appeared to be of particular importance.

If this conclusion was correct, all pBELM CAT plasmids which contained mutations in site III should produce elevated levels of late mRNAs of L1 type, whereas pBELM CAT and mutants in which site III was unaffected such as pH, pH and pH2 should produce low levels of late mRNAs of the L1 type that contain the internal exon between SA3358 and SD3632. The RT-PCR of the late L1 mRNAs shown in Figure 3B, demonstrated that all pBELM CAT-derived plasmids in which site III had been mutated produced high levels of L1i mRNAs (pTEx4MCAT, pH+III, pH+III+IV, and pH+III+IV+V+V) with the exception of plasmid pH+III+IV+V+V+V, in which also site six was mutated and slightly lower levels of CAT were observed (Fig 3A and B). These results supported the conclusion that inactivation of site III caused an induction of L1i mRNA production as a result of skipping of the exon between SA3358 and SD3632.

To confirm these results, we mutated site III only in pBELM CAT, resulting in pHIII (Table 2). Transfection of this plasmid revealed that pHIII produced high levels of CAT (Fig 3C). As a matter of fact, double mutant pHIII+IV (Table 1) produced CAT levels in the range of those produced by pTEx4MCAT (Fig 3C), demonstrating that the enhancer had been inactivated by these mutations. Mutational inactivation of sites V+VI, VII+VIII or site VII, VIII or IX alone, had a relatively small effect on CAT production, if any (Fig 3C and D), and mutational inactivation of site III stood out as the single mutation with the biggest effect on CAT production. Analysis of pHIII by RT-PCR confirmed that primarily L1i mRNAs was produced (Fig 3B). We concluded that ASF/SF2 site III accounted for the majority of the activity of the HPV-16 splicing enhancer downstream of SA3358.

Identification of single nucleotide substitutions that interfere with the activity of the HPV-16 splicing enhancer at SA3358

The mutational inactivation of predicted ASF/SF2 binding site III described above consisted of eight nucleotide substitutions (Fig 4A and B). To investigate if the enhancer could be inactivated by fewer substitutions, we mutated this site byone to three mutations (Table 1) with the exception of plasmid pH+III+IV+V+V+V, in which also site six was mutated and slightly lower levels of CAT were observed (Fig 3A and B). These results supported the conclusion that inactivation of site III caused an induction of L1i mRNA production as a result of skipping of the exon between SA3358 and SD3632.

To confirm these results, we mutated site III only in pBELM CAT, resulting in pHIII (Table 2). Transfection of this plasmid revealed that pHIII produced high levels of CAT (Fig 3C). As a matter of fact, double mutant pHIII+IV (Table 1) produced CAT levels in the range of those produced by pTEx4MCAT (Fig 3C), demonstrating that the enhancer had been inactivated by these mutations. Mutational inactivation of sites V+VI, VII+VIII or site VII, VIII or IX alone, had a relatively small effect on CAT production, if any (Fig 3C and D), and mutational inactivation of site III stood out as the single mutation with the biggest effect on CAT production. Analysis of pHIII by RT-PCR confirmed that primarily L1i mRNAs was produced (Fig 3B). We concluded that ASF/SF2 site III accounted for the majority of the activity of the HPV-16 splicing enhancer downstream of SA3358.

As a matter of fact, double mutant pHIII+IV (Table 1) produced CAT levels in the range of those produced by pTEx4MCAT (Fig 3C), demonstrating that the enhancer had been inactivated by these mutations. Mutational inactivation of sites V+VI, VII+VIII or site VII, VIII or IX alone, had a relatively small effect on CAT production, if any (Fig 3C and D), and mutational inactivation of site III stood out as the single mutation with the biggest effect on CAT production. Analysis of pHIII by RT-PCR confirmed that primarily L1i mRNAs was produced (Fig 3B). We concluded that ASF/SF2 site III accounted for the majority of the activity of the HPV-16 splicing enhancer downstream of SA3358.

To demonstrate interactions between site III and ASF/SF2, 3'-OMe-RNA of 3*wt or 3*mut (Fig 5A) with a biotin at the 5'-end were used in a pull down assays of ASF/SF2 from HeLa cell nuclear extract. Western blots of the proteins pulled down by the RNAs revealed that ASF/SF2 was found primarily in the pellet bound to 3*wt RNA, while actin was unbound and located primarily in the supernatant (Fig 5B). Further experiments showed that ASF/SF2 bound more efficiently to the wild type site III RNA sequence (3*wt)than to the mutant site III RNA sequence (3*mut) (Fig 5C). ASF/SF2 bound strongly to a positive control RNA consisting of four repeated ASF/SF2 binding sites named PASF (Fig 5A and C), while little binding was observed using an unrelated RNA sequence named “U” (Fig 5A and C). We
Figure 8. Nucleotide substitutions in ASF/SF2 binding site III in the splicing enhancer at SA3358 induced late gene expression from the full-length, episomal form of the HPV-16 genome. (A). Schematic representation of the HPV-16 genomic plasmids pHV16ANSL and pHV16MANSL. The early and late viral promoters p97 and p670 are indicated. Numbers indicate nucleotide positions of 5' - (filled arrow heads) and 3' - splice sites (open arrow heads) or the early and late poly (A) sites pAE and pAL, respectively. L1M represents a previously described mutant HPV-16 L1 sequence in which a number of nucleotide substitutions inactivate splicing silencer elements downstream of late 3' -splice site SA5639. IRES, the poliovirus internal ribosome entry site sequence; sLuc, secreted luciferase gene; LCR, long control region. Sequences below plasmid maps represent wild type HPV-16 ASF/SF2 site III (capitals, black) and nucleotide substitutions (lower case, red) in the various plasmids indicated to the left. (B, C). Cell
predicted ASF/SF2 binding site III of the splicing enhancer.

We also investigated if ASF/SF2 interacted with the HPV-16 mRNA spliced from SD880 to SA3358 in living cells, and therefore transfected 293T cells with pBELLuc and subjected the cells to UV cross linking, followed by cell lysis and immunoprecipitation with antibodies that specifically recognised ASF/SF2. RNA extracted from the precipitates was subjected to RT-PCR with primers 757S and E4A (see Fig 1A for primer location) that detect HPV-16 mRNAs that are spliced from SD880 to SA3358. As can be seen, spliced HPV-16 E4 mRNA was pulled down by the ASF/SF2 antibody but not by murine IgG (Fig 5D), demonstrating that ASF/SF2 binds HPV-16 mRNAs in living cells. Real time PCR revealed that >3000-fold more HPV-16 E4 mRNAs were detected with the ASF/SF2 antibody than with murine IgG (Fig 5E). In contrast, GAPDH mRNAs were not immunoprecipitated by the anti-ASF/SF2 antibody (data not shown). We concluded that ASF/SF2 binds to HPV-16 mRNAs spliced from SD880 to SA3358 in living cells and that ASF/SF2 binds primarily to site III in the splicing enhancer.

Predicted ASF/SF2 binding site III of the splicing enhancer at HPV-16 SA3358 is active in human primary keratinocytes

In order to investigate if the splicing enhancer at HPV-16 SA3358 was active in the presence of all known HPV-16 splice sites, we mutated ASF/SF2 site III of the enhancer in plasmid pC97ELsluc (Fig 6A). The pC97ELsluc plasmid is driven by a CMV promoter in place of the early HPV-16 p97 promoter and therefore contains all known HPV-16 splice sites as well as all known HPV-16 genes, including E6 and E7. Mutational inactivation of ASF/SF2 site III in pC97ELsluc resulted in plasmid pC97EL-III*sluc (Fig 6A). Transfections of plasmids pC97ELsluc and pC97EL-III*sluc into C33A cells revealed that pC97EL-III*sluc produced more sluc than pC97ELsluc, as expected (Fig 6B). Similar results were obtained in HeLa cells (data not shown) and with pC97ELCAT and pC97EL-II*CAT that contain CAT reporter gene instead of sluc (Fig S1D). Introduction of a one-nucleotide substitution in ASF/SF2 binding site III as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) reduced sluc levels compared to wild type pC97ELsluc, while pC97EL-4ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-4ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three substitutions as in pC97EL-1ME2sluc (Fig 6A) did not substantially enhance sluc production (Fig 6B), but introduction of three mutations in the predicted ASF/SF2 binding site III in the

Mutational inactivation of ASF/SF2 binding site III in the HPV-16 splicing enhancer at SA3358 reduced the ability of HPV-16 to increase the life span of primary human keratinocytes

The most common HPV-16 E6 and E7 mRNAs are spliced from SD880 to SA3358 [21,22,23,31] and the results presented above revealed that enhancer mutant plasmid pC97EL-III*sluc produced less E6*I/E7 mRNAs than wild type plasmid pC97ELsluc. We therefore wished to investigate if mutations that compromised the SA3358 enhancer in the E6- and E7-encoding pC97ELsluc plasmid/mRNA reduced its ability to express E6 and E7, also affecting its ability to increase the life span of human primary keratinocytes. Since the vast majority of the E7, E6, E6*I, E6**I and E4 mRNAs are all spliced to SA3358, the levels of these mRNAs are reduced. As splicing between SD226 and SA409 is relatively efficient, it is reasonable to assume that relatively low levels of full-length E6 is produced in the transfected cells. The wild type pC97ELsluc and enhancer-mutant pC97EL-III*sluc plasmids (Fig 6A) were transfected in triplicates with pRSVneo into primary keratinocytes, as described in Materials and Methods. The primary keratinocytes are grown in monolayer cultures and expanded under growth conditions that maintain poorly differentiated cells with properties similar to the cells in the basal layers of the epithelium. An untransfected control and a control transfected with pRSVneo plasmid only were always included. Appearing colonies were counted several weeks posttransfection when untransfected cells had died. The results obtained in two representative experiments are shown in Figure 6E. Experiment #1 was terminated at day 33 posttransfection and colonies were counted. As can be seen, a total number of 39 colonies were obtained from the three plates transfected with pC97ELsluc, 14 colonies with pC97EL-III*sluc and 5 with pRSVneo. In experiment #2, the transfected cells were maintained for 60 days, resulting in a total of 54 colonies with pC97ELsluc, seven colonies with pC97EL-III*sluc and none with pRSVneo. These results indicated that the enhancer was active in primary human keratinocytes. To provide further evidence for the activity of the enhancer in primary human keratinocytes, these cells were transfected with pTEx4Msluc and pBELMsluc, RNA was extracted and levels of E4 mRNAs and L1/L1i mRNAs were determined by real time PCR. As expected, wild type enhancer plasmid pBELMsluc produced higher E4 mRNA levels than pTEx4Msluc, while pTEx4Msluc produced higher levels of L1i mRNAs than pBELMsluc (data not shown). These results established that the SA3358 enhancer, and in particular predicted ASF/SF2 binding site III, was active in primary human keratinocytes.
SA3358 enhancernegatively affected expression of E6 and E7 mRNAs thereby reducing the ability of the subgenomic HPV-16 plasmids to increase the life span of primary human keratinocytes. These experiments demonstrate that the strength of the splicing enhancer at HPV-16 SA3358 affects the ability of HPV-16 to stimulate cell growth, thereby contributing to the pathogenic properties of HPV-16.

Nucleotide substitutions in ASF/SF2 binding site III in the splicing enhancer at SA3358 induced late gene expression from the full-length, episomal form of the HPV-16 genome

Next we wished to investigate if ASF/SF2 binding site III in the enhancer at SA3358 was active also in the context of the full HPV-16 genome. We therefore generated genomic plasmid pHV16AN, in which a complete HPV-16 genome is flanked by loxP-sites and is released to its episomal form upon transfection of pHV16AN with plasmid pCAGGS-nlscre [37], as previously described for HPV-18 [Fig 7A] [41]. In order to easily monitor and quantitate differences in HPV-16 late gene expression, we also generated pHV16ANSL (Fig 7A), in which the L1 sequences from the BamHI site located 518 nucleotides downstream of the L1 ATG to the L1 stop codon were replaced by the poliovirus IRES followed by the sLuc reporter gene (Fig 7A). Effects of various mutations on HPV-16 late gene expression could then be determined by the quantitation of sLuc in the medium of the transfected cells. Human primary keratinocytes were transfected with pHV16AN and pHV16ANSL, in the absence or presence of pCAGGS-nlscre [37], and selected in G418 for 4 days before harvest of cells, as described in Materials and Methods. PCR-analysis of DNA extracted from the transfected cells, using primers flanking the recombination sites, revealed that recombination occurred and that episomal HPV-16 DNA formed in a pCAGGS-nlscre-dependent manner, as expected (Fig 7B). PCR primers were located on each side of the two LoxP sites, and PCR gave rise to a small band if recombination had occurred, as described previously for HPV-18 [41]. Extraction of RNA from the transfected cells followed by nested RT-PCR with primers that detect early mRNAs spliced from SD880 to SA3358, revealed that both plasmids produced similar levels of early mRNAs spliced to SA3358 (Fig 7C). We concluded that pHV16ANSL could be used to monitor the effects of mutations in the splicing enhancer downstream of SA3358.

We introduced mutations in the predicted ASF/SF2 binding site III in the full-length HPV-16 genomic plasmid pHV16ANSL (Fig 8A), resulting in pHV16ANSL-III* (Fig 8A). Inactivation of the splicing enhancer at SA3358 should enhance sLuc expression as a result of redirection of splicing from SA3358 to SA5639 upstream of the L1 AUG. These plasmids were cotransfected with pCAGGS-nlscre into human primary foreskin keratinocytes (HFKs) followed by a 4 day selection in G418 before monitoring sLuc production. Indeed, introduction of eight nucleotide substitution in ASF/SF2 site number III in pHV16ANSL-III* resulted in induction of late gene expression as measured by sLuc (Fig 8B). Similar results were obtained when the mutations in the enhancer were inserted in combination with LIM as in plasmid pHV16MANSLSL-III*, in which the splicing silencers at SA3639 were inactivated in order to enhance splicing to SA5639 (compare pHV16MANSLSL and pHV16MANSLSL-III*) (Fig 8B). Introduction of only three nucleotide substitutions in site III, as in pHV16MANSLSL-1ME2, also caused a significant induction of late gene expression, whereas one or two substitutions as in pHV16MANSLSL-4ME2 and pHV16MANSLSL-III ME4 did not (Fig 8B). Similar results were obtained by transfection into C33A cells, as expected (Fig 8C). We concluded that the single ASF/SF2 site affected the efficiency of splicing to HPV-16 3′-splice site SA3358 on mRNAs produced from the episomal form of the full-length HPV-16 genome. These results supported the conclusion that binding of ASF/SF2 the splicing enhancer downstream of SA3358 plays an important role in the HPV-16 gene expression program.

Discussion

HPV-16 3′-splice site SA3358 is the most commonly used 3′-splice site on the HPV-16 genome [21,22,23,31], yet it conforms very poorly to a consensus 3′-splice site that typically contains a long uninterrupted polypyrimidine tract upstream of the invariable AG dinucleotide [45]. Therefore, recognition of HPV-16 SA3358 requires a splicing enhancer [18,2]. The advantage with this arrangement may be that SA3358 can be regulated by changes in levels of various splicing factors during the viral life cycle, in particular ASF/SF2, SRp30c and SRp20 [17,18,19]. This appears to be a conserved property among HPV's. First, exonic sequences located downstream of the 3′-splice site that corresponds to HPV-16 SA3358, obtained from 7 different HPV types belonging to 5 different genera, could replace the HPV-16 exonic splicing enhancer and direct splicing to HPV-16 SA3358. Second, the 3′-splice sites corresponding to HPV-16 SA3358 in the 7 HPV types from 5 different genera, all (with the possible exception of HPV-4) appeared to encode a weak 3′-splice site, with short, interrupted upstream polypyrimidine tracts (Table 2). Experiments performed on an infectious molecular clone of HPV-31 lend further support to the conclusion that a splicing enhancer in the “E4-region” is a conserved property of HPV's [46]. Mutational inactivation of HPV-31 SA3295, which corresponds to HPV-16 SA3358, activated a cryptic 3′-splice site located only three nucleotides further down [46], strongly suggesting the presence of a strong splicing enhancer in that region. One may speculate that it is an evolutionary advantage to regulate the utilisation efficiency of this 3′-splice site by the help of relative concentrations of cellular splicing factors, rather than encoding a 3′-splice site, which is constitutively active during the entire HPV life cycle.

At the early stage in the viral life cycle when primarily the HPV-16 early promoter p97 drives transcription, efficient splicing to SA3358 favours expression of the E6 and E7 genes. The most common HPV E6 and E7 mRNAs are spliced between HPV-16 SD880 and SA3358 [20,21,22,23,31]. High levels of ASF/SF2 should therefore favour E6 and E7 expression, which is in line with the high expression levels of ASF/SF2 in the lower and middle layers of the cervical epithelium [35,36]. In addition, HPV-16 infections that persist for decades and cause high-grade cervical lesions with risk of progressing to cancer and are stuck in the early stage of the viral life cycle with high E6 and E7 expression, also show elevated levels of SR-proteins, in particular ASF/SF2 [35,36]. The ASF/SF2 protein was recently classified as a proto-oncogene [34], and ASF/SF2 may cooperate with HPV E6 and E7 to transform human keratinocytes. If high ASF/SF2-levels drive HPV-16 E6 and E7 expression, or if HPV-16 infection induces high ASF/SF2-production remains to be determined. High levels of ASF/SF2 would inhibit expression of E1 and E2 as they are expressed from partially- or alternatively spliced mRNAs that compete with the SA3358 splice site. In that respect it is interesting to note that SA3358 is negatively affected by overexpression of SRp20, SRp30c and ASFDRS [17,18,19]. Changes in the relative levels of ASF/SF2, SRp30c and SRp20 during epithelial cell differentiation, may therefore contribute to
the temporal expression of the HPV-16 genes. The interplay between SRp20, SRp30c and ASF/SF2 in HPV-16 gene regulations is not fully understood.

Since the ESE finder [43] had predicted 10 clusters of fifteen ASF/SF2 binding sites within the HPV-16 exon between SA3358 and SD3632 [18], we were surprised to find that only one site contributed substantially to the enhancer activity. Consequently, the HPV-16 splicing enhancer at SA3358 will be sensitive to minor changes at this site. Our results showed that a single nucleotide substitution could reduce the activity of the enhancer. These results therefore suggested that nucleotide polymorphism at this site could affect the response of HPV-16 to ASF/SF2. It would therefore be of interest to investigate if this site in the HPV-16 genome varies between HPV-16 isolates, and if such variation correlates with disease progression. Furthermore, expression levels of ASF/SF2, SRp30c and SRp20 may differ between individuals, thereby affecting HPV-16 gene expression. Mutations in the ASF/SF2 site of the SA3358 splicing enhancer reduced E6 and E7 expression from subgenomic HPV-16 expression plasmids, thereby reducing their ability to stimulate cell proliferation and extending the life span of primary human keratinocytes. This is in line with previously reported results which showed that splicing to SA3358 was required for efficient expression of E6 and E7 [47]. Our results therefore link the strength of the splicing enhancer to the ability of HPV-16 to stimulate cell growth and induce immortalisation, i.e. to the pathogenic properties of HPV-16.

When the HPV-16 early promoter p97 is shut down and the late promoter p670 is induced, SA3358 continues to dominate among the HPV-16 splice sites. Efficient use of SA3358 results in high expression of E4, at the expense of E1 and E2. Since it has been shown that the expression levels of E2 and E4 change during differentiation [5,6,7,48], one may speculate that the activity of the splicing enhancer at SA3358 also changes. After a state of high E1 and E2 production with efficient replication of the HPV DNA genome, high levels of E4 are normally produced followed by L1 and L2 production in the upper layers of the epithelium [5,6,7]. Since E4, L1 and L2 should all be favoured by efficient use of SA3358, it is reasonable to speculate that the HPV-16 infection causes an induction of ASF/SF2 as the cells differentiate. This induction of ASF/SF2 may be partly caused by E2 that has been shown to induce transcription of the ASF/SF2 gene [49]. This would be in line with the recently described late function of E2, in which HPV-16 E2 induces HPV-16 late gene expression by inhibiting the viral early polyadenylation signal pAE [13]. Alternatively, other splicing factors that act on the SA3358 enhancer, for example SRp30c and SRp20 may regulate splicing to SA3358 in the upper layers of the epithelium. It would therefore be of interest to investigate if other factors bind the enhancer in terminally differentiated keratinocytes as opposed to mitotic cells, or cancer cells.

Supporting Information

Figure S1  (A) Schematic representation of the HPV-16 genome and subgenomic HPV-16 expression plasmids. The early and late viral promoters p97 and p670 are indicated. Numbers indicate nucleotide positions of 5'- (filled circles) and 3'-splice sites (open circles) or the early and late poly (A) sites pAE and pAL, respectively, and the borders of deletions. L1M represents a previously described mutant HPV-16 L1 sequence in which a number of nucleotide substitutions that inactivate splicing silencers have been inserted downstream of SA5639. IRES, the poliovirus internal ribosome entry site sequence; sluc, secreted luciferase reporter gene; CMV, human cytomegalovirus immediate early promoter; LCR, long control region. mRNAs produced by the plasmids are indicated. (B) Secreted luciferase enzyme activity (sluc units) produced in HeLa cells transfected with the indicated plasmids monitored as described in Materials and Methods. Mean values and standard deviations are shown. (C), Real time RT-PCR on total RNA extracted from cells transfected with pBELMCAT with wild type E2 and E4 genes pBELMCAT (E2+, E4+) and pBELMCAT with inactivated E2 and E4 genes (E2−, E4−). L1 and E4 mRNAs were monitored by primers 757s and L1A and 757s and E4A, respectively, as described in Materials and Methods. Similar levels of L1 mRNAs and E4 mRNAs were produced from the two plasmids. (D) Schematic representation of the subgenomic HPV-16 expression plasmids. Numbers indicate nucleotide positions of 5'- (filled circles) and 3'-splice sites (open circles) or the early and late poly (A) sites pAE and pAL, respectively. L1M represents a previously described mutant HPV-16 L1 sequence in which a number of nucleotide substitutions that inactivate splicing silencers have been inserted downstream of SA5639. IRES, the poliovirus internal ribosome entry site sequence; CAT, CAT reporter gene; CMV, human cytomegalo- virus immediate early promoter; LCR, long control region. Wild type site III is displayed as capitals and mutant site III is red and in lower case.
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